An important aspect of developing dialogue agents involves endowing a conversation system with emotion perception and interaction. Most existing emotion dialogue models lack the adaptability and extensibility of different scenes because of their limitation to require a specified emotion category or their reliance on a fixed emotional dictionary. To overcome these limitations, we propose a neural conversation generation with auxiliary emotional supervised model (nCG-ESM) comprising a sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq) generation model and an emotional classifier used as an auxiliary model. The emotional classifier was trained to predict the emotion distributions of the dialogues, which were then used as emotion supervised signals to guide the generation model to generate diverse emotional responses. The proposed nCG-ESM is flexible enough to generate responses with emotional diversity, including specified or unspecified emotions, which can be adapted and extended to different scenarios. We conducted extensive experiments on the popular dataset of Weibo post-response pairs. Experimental results showed that the proposed model was capable of producing more diverse, appropriate, and emotionally rich responses, yielding substantial gains in diversity scores and human evaluations.
INTRODUCTION
Communication is a great driving force for the development and progress of human society, and emotions are an indispensable aspect of social communication. Emotional competencies are significant for social interactions, because emotions play an important role in conveying information about human's thoughts and intentions and coordinating social encounters (Keltner and Haidt 2001) . Therefore, a good dialogue agent should have the ability to perceive and express emotions through interaction with humans.
Conversation systems are important to facilitate natural interactions between humans and virtual agents (Li et al. 2016a) ; however, early systems were limited to a specific domain (Bohus and Rudnicky 2005) , a pre-constructed database (Ji et al. 2014) , or based on the framework of statistical machine translation (SMT) (Ritter et al. 2011) . Because the expanding technology of deep neural networks facilitates various applications in natural language processing (NLP), many researchers in both academia and industry are actively exploring the paradigm of neural conversation generation. Although considerable advances have been made regarding open-domain conversation generation using large-scale conversational data (e.g., Weibo, WeChat, or Twitter) (Ritter et al. 2011; Shang et al. 2015; Li et al. 2016b; Vijayakumar et al. 2016; Mou et al. 2016; Xing et al. 2017; Shao et al. 2017) , the responses still tend to be dull, generic Serban et al. 2016; Li et al. 2016a) , and repetitive (Li et al. 2016c) . Recently, studies focused on improving content quality for conversation generation, including objective functions promoted with diversity information (Li et al. 2016a ), beam search for diverse decoding (Vijayakumar et al. 2016; Shao et al. 2017; Li et al. 2016b) , reinforcement learning (Li et al. 2016c) , adversarial learning (Li et al. 2017) , and topic information integration (Xing et al. 2017 ). These efforts are meaningful; however, a chat bot is still unable to communicate with a user naturally when it lacks of the emotion perception and interaction.
Most recently, some promising studies that captured the importance of emotional factors have attempted to endow the responses with emotions; unfortunately, existing approaches, while pioneering, cannot successfully generate appropriate emotional responses based on the posts. Emotion Chatting Machine (ECM) proposed by Zhou et al. (2017) can only generate emotion specified replies, and Asghar et al. (2017) utilized three heuristic rules to build an affective neural dialogue generation model that relies upon an existing emotional dictionary, making it difficult to extend the method to other languages and datasets. In this article, we present a neural conversation generation with auxiliary emotional supervised models (nCG-ESM). The main idea is to make the dialogue generation system with emotional intelligence by providing emotional guidance during the learning process. In this system, the emotional distributions of the generated responses depend on the guidance signal from the emotional supervisor, which makes the system to learn the responses with different emotional distributions according to distinct emotional supervisory signals. We mainly focused on generating responses with five specified emotions and three unspecified emotions. Please note that our model can not only generate responses with these emotional distributions, but also can be easily extended to generate additional different emotional distribution responses to adapt to other scenes.
In a nutshell, nCG-ESM comprises two parts: the sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq) model to generate the reply and the auxiliary emotion classifier model for the responses over multiple emotional distributions. The emotion classifier is capable of producing an emotion distribution for each dialogue sentence, thereby assisting the neural conversation system in generating implied adaptive emotional responses (i.e., unspecified emotions) or designated specific emotional responses (i.e., specified emotions). Furthermore, the unspecified emotions contribute to generating adaptive emotional responses autonomously by utilizing original emotional information from the emotion distributions of source sentences, whereas specified emotions can provide different alternative emotional responses for various dialogue scenes. Therefore, nCG-ESM is adaptable and extendible in different context cases. Additionally, to alleviate the problem of generating repeated words, we extended previous work (Lin et al. 2017) to augment a redundancy penalty term with loss functions.
Overall, our contributions in this article are shown as below:
-We presented a novel neural conversation generation with auxiliary emotional supervised model ( The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work and Section 3 describes the proposed nCG-ESM in detail. The exprimental evaluation and results are given in Section 4. Finally, we conclude the article and present the possible future work in Section 5.
RELATED WORK
Conventional dialogue systems are based on rules or templates (Bohus and Rudnicky 2005; Williams and Young 2007) and are thereby reliant on substantial manual effort and limited to specific domains. With the increasing popularity of social media, large-scale data is available to solve conversation problems through data-driven methods, such as retrieval-based (Ji et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2013 ) and SMT-based methods (Ritter et al. 2011 ). However, these two methods are either limited to an existing database or are only semantically equivalent to the original post. Recent success in the NLP field based on the use of neural networks, such as those involving language understanding (Mikolov et al. 2010) , question answering (Zhou et al. 2015; , neural machine translation (Bahdanau et al. 2014) , and sentiment analysis (Zhou et al. 2016b) , has inspired the researchers to employ neural network techniques to neural dialogue generation (Shang et al. 2015; Serban et al. 2015 Serban et al. , 2016 Serban et al. , 2017 Mou et al. 2016; Tian et al. 2017; Zhou et al. 2016a ). Shang et al. (2015) proposed a neural responding machine with an attention mechanism based on the general encoder-decoder framework, and Serban et al. (2015) extended a hierarchical neural network by utilizing historical information of conversations. Recently, Tao et al. (2017) proposed an evaluation methodology for open-domain dialogue systems considering both the ground truth and its query.
Additionally, considerable work in conversation generation has improved the quality and increased the diversity of conversation content, but through different methods, including contentintroducing approaches (Mou et al. 2016; Xing et al. 2017) , diversity-promoting objective functions promoted with diverstiy information (Li et al. 2016a ), beam search with diverse decoding (Vijayakumar et al. 2016; Shao et al. 2017; Li et al. 2016b) , reinforcement learning (Li et al. 2016c ), adversarial learning (Li et al. 2017) , and hybrid approaches Ghazvininejad et al. 2017 ). Li et al. (2016a) defined an objective function using maximum mutual information rather than traditional maximum-likelihood estimation, which tends to generate safe responses, and Ghazvininejad et al. (2017) integrated retrieved context-relevant facts with the conversation history to build a knowledge-enhanced neural conversation system.
Apart from considering the syntax and semantics of responses, a good dialogue agent should also be able to perceive and express emotions. To build a neural conversation system at the human level, some methods have been proposed to endow dialogue systems with emotions, although these have relied upon rule-based conversation methods to incorporate emotion factors which is not scalable to large datasets (André et al. 2004; Skowron 2009; Skowron et al. 2011; Ptaszynski et al. 2009 ). Recent studies attempted to address the emotion response generation problem by using large-scale data-driven methods and Seq2Seq frameworks Asghar et al. 2017; . Asghar et al. (2017) proposed a novel method to generate emotional responses based on affective word embeddings, affective loss functions, as well as the diverse beam search. Sun et al. (2017) addressed the emotional factors of response generation by using a series of input transformations. ECM ) is a Seq2Seq model that integrates emotional factors, including an emotion embedding as well as an internal memory and an external memory with generated responses, while employed a Seq2Seq learning framework under a multi-task manner to build an emotional dialogue system. Additionally, previous studies attempted to employ hybrid approaches rather than pure neural network-based methods to build a neural emotional dialogue system, such as the ensemble framework by integrating retrieval-and generation-based conversation systems (Zhuang et al. 2017) .
However, to our knowledge, autonomous and adaptive emotional response generation has not been addressed. Previous studies primarily aimed to generate emotional responses based on several specified emotion categories Zhuang et al. 2017; Sun et al. 2017) or reliance on emotional dictionaries (Asghar et al. 2017) . Recently, Peng et al. (2019) proposed a topic-enhanced emotional conversation generation system by using an attention mechanism with the dynamic setting to automatically acquire the task-specific information. The proposed system obtained the topic information using a Twitter LDA instead of the auxiliary emotional supervised model. There are three salient features in our work: (1) Our model uses emotion distributions from the emotion classifier, which eliminates the constraints of an emotional dictionary; (2) our model is not restricted to specified emotions but can generate adaptive emotional responses according to the implications of posts; and (3) our proposed approach can be easily adapted to generate more emotional distribution responses.
NEURAL CONVERSATION MODEL WITH AUXILIARY EMOTIONAL MODELS
In this section, we describe a general framework of the proposed emotional conversation system and present the each component of our model in details.
Our goal is to endow conversation agents with emotional intelligence by using a flexible and extensible approach. Therefore, given a post X = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x T x ), the model can generate an emotional response Y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . ,y T y ). To this end, we developed a neural conversation generation with auxiliary emotional supervised model (nCG-ESM). Our system incorporates emotion distribution into an encoder-decoder framework that utilizes an emotion classifier to supervise the learning process of the neural conversation model. As shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 , we considered two situations of emotional response generation: specified emotion and unspecified emotion. Specifically, we developed several variants of models to generate responses with different emotional distributions that could be classified into two groups:
(1) In the unspecified emotion situation, we used three heuristics to generate diffrent emotional supervisory signals, enabling the model to generate different emotional responses based on emotion distributions of the dialogue without human intervention ( Figure 1 ). (2) In the specified emotion situation, the model is infused with specified emotions, including {Angry, Disgust, Happy, Like, Sad} , to generate emotional responses ( Figure 2 ). 
The Preliminary Seq2Seq Model
Our system adopted an optimized encoder-decoder framework, as previously described in Sutskever et al. (2014) . The encoder reads the input sequence X and encodes the input as a contextual vector c via a RNN, and then the decoder predicts the conditional probability of Y with the contextual vector as the input (Xing et al. 2017) . We adopted a BiLSTM for the encoder RNN, including a forward and a backward LSTMs. The forward LSTM encodes the input sequence X as series of hidden states h = ( h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h T x ) in a forward direction, while the backward LSTM converts the reverse input sequence to another hidden states
(1) During the decoding phase, we use a unidirectional LSTM. Thus, the state s i at time i is calculated as
where y i−1 is the word embedding of a previously decoded result and c i is the context vector, which is distinct for each token y i , and computed as follows:
where η is a multilayer perceptron. The loss function used by Seq2Seq model is typically represented by the maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE) objective function defined as follows:
The next token y i is generated by sampling from the output probability distribution d i , denoted as follows:
where W d and b are parameters in the output layer.
Auxiliary Emotional Supervised Models
Here we assumed that each dialogue sentence had its own emotion distribution containing the abstract emotional information. This assumption stemmed from the fact that each daily conversational text always has one or several emotional tendencies. Based on this assumption, we used an emotion classifier to produce emotion distributions that could guide our model to generate emotional responses. In Section 4.1.2, our experimental results showed that the emotion classifier of BiLSTM had the best performance. Therefore, we choose a BiLSTM emotion classifier as the auxiliary model for our conversation system. We used S = (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s T ) as an input sequence to formulate the process as follows:
where h i is the hidden vector, c i is the context vector, U andW V are parameters, and β is the weight of attention. Instead of using the maximum probability label as the ultimate target classification for each sentence, we retained the output from the final fully connected softmax layer as the emotion distribution, which could be rewritten as a probability distribution over emotion labels:
Note that the purpose of our emotion classifier differs from that described previously ). The latter is used to annotate the single emotion category for each dialogue sentence and specify the fixed emotions for responses. However, in practice, one dialogue sentence possibly contains have multiple emotions. Therefore, in this work, we propose an emotion distribution to capture all emotional information for emotional dialogue generation.
Emotional Objective Functions
Since we can obtain the emotion distributions of every post and response through the emotion classifier, we further designed different emotional Seq2Seq generation models, which enable the automatic generation of emotional responses in both specified and unspecified manners.
Unspecified Emotion.
In general, the emotional tendency of a short conversation between the post and the response tends to be consistent. To infuse the response with the emotional information consistent with that of the given post, we presented a Minimize Emotion Distribution variant (Figure 1) . Specifically, we first feed the post and the ground-truth response to the emotional classifier to obtain corresponding emotion distributions, EmoDist X and EmoDist Y , and then compute their similarity according to cosine distance. We then multiply the MLE objective function by the cosine value as follows:
In addition to remaining aligned with emotions associated with dialogue applicable to most situations, the model is also occasionally required to transform the emotional direction of the dialogue. In situations where the conversation is deadlocked, changing the emotional direction of the conversation is an effective way to avoid embarrassment. From the perspective of training an open-domain dialogue system, inconsistent emotional responses are more interesting and more useful when regulating the overall atmosphere of a conversation. As described in Figure 1 , we designed a Maximize Emotion Distribution variant to maintain inconsistencies between the emotions in the generated response and the given post. Compared to Equation (12), we normalized the MLE objective function by multiplying one minus the cosine value of the maximization of emotion dissonance:
Additionally, we considered another situation where the emotional connections with posts are ignored, and the system can spontaneously generate responses involving plentiful emotions. Comprehensibly, the utterances of outgoing and passionate people in daily life are often more affective; therefore, we designed a Maximize Emotion Content variant (Figure 1 ) and redesigned the objective function as follows:
where the EmoV ec other is the Other emotion vector. Our goal was to separate EmoDist Y (i.e., the emotion distribution of the response) as far away from the EmoV ec other as possible in the space.
Specified Emotion.
Note that the specific emotional responses are also required in some scenarios, as in cases where certain responses are required to maintain positive emotion in the service industry. Furthermore, it is difficult to determine the most appropriate emotional response, given that the emotion of the responses from different people is highly subjective, even in the same conversation. Various candidate emotions provide multiple emotional responses, making the system easy to extend upon selection of the most appropriate response.
From Figure 2 , our proposed system can specify five different emotion categories, including {Angry, Disgust, Happy, Like, Sad} , to generate different emotional responses. We represented the various emotion categories as different one-hot emotion vectors (i.e., EmoV ec), with the emotional classifier capable of yielding emotion distributions of the ground-truth responses. We then evaluated the emotional dialogue interaction under the specified emotion state by minimizing the distance between the specified emotion vector and the emotion distribution of the response, thereby guiding the system to generate the expected response consistent with the specified emotion. As mentioned, we used cosine function to measure the disparity between the emotion distribution and the specified emotion vector, thereby obtaining the objective function of the specified emotion model, denoted as follows:
where EmoV ec is one of the five specified emotion vectors, and EmoDist Y is the emotion distribution of the ground-truth response.
Penalization Term
Many previous studies based on the Seq2Seq framework made considerable advances in opendomain conversation generation using the MLE objective, whereas the generated responses tend to be repetitive (e.g., no,no,no,no,no) . The repetivie words cannot meet the requirements of a good dialogue system. To address this problem, we used a penalization term to encourage the disparity of the probability distributions of the output words across different time steps in the annotation softmax output. Formally, the probability distribution matrix of each output response is denoted as D = (d 1 , d 2 , . . . ,d n ) ∈ R n * v , where d i is the probability distribution at time step i, n and v represent the length of the response and the size of the vocabulary, respectively. The Kullback Leibler (KL) divergence is one option for assessing diversity between any two probability distributions, such as d i and d j ; however, we want each probability distribution to focus on the true word of the ground truth, which is not a feature of KL divergence. Therefore, we extended the redundancy penalty term, which overcame the shortcoming of KL divergence to measure the disparity between different probability distributions. Following the literature (Lin et al. 2017) , we define the penalization term as follows:
where I is an identity matrix, D T is the transpose of matrix D, and · F represents the F-norm of a matrix. We added this penalization term P to all of the emotional loss functions and minimized it together with them. Therefore, the model encourages every probability distribution to focus on the true word when forces the elements on the diagonal of DD T to approximate 1 and increases the disparity between probability distributions when forces other elements to be 0, so that the generated words can be more different rather than repetitive. 
EXPERIMENTS
In this part, we describe the experimental results to validate the effectiveness the proposed method. First, we introduce the datasets and parameter settings of our models and then describe the compared methods and evaluation methodology. Furthermore, we show and analyze the experiment results including the automatic evaluation and human evaluation results in detail and present some sample responses of different models for comparison.
Datasets 4.1.1 Dialogue Data.
Here, we used the dialogue data from the Emotional Conversation Generation task of NLPCC 2017 Shared Tasks. 1 This dialogue data consists of more than 1 million post-response pairs, in which each post-response pair is labeled with an emotion label as well as an emotion category (Peng et al. 2019) , and we removed the emotional labels to obtain the raw text of post-response pairs.
To achieve a good results, we designed a fine-grained vocabulary for our system to reduce the OOV problem. Specifically, we first constructed the initial vocabulary by choosing the words with a frequency >80 and then adding the characters into vocabulary by splitting the OOV words. Therefore, the final vocabulary contained 12,819 entities, including high-frequency words and characters appearing >80 times along with an END token and an UNK label. Additionally, we filtered extremely short post-response pairs and limited the sentences with less than 20 words. Finally, we retained about 85% of post-response pairs after data cleaning.
Emotion Classifier Data.
We trained the emotion classifier on the data from the Emotion Analysis in Chinese Weibo Text task of NLPCC 2014 Shared Tasks. 2 The emotion classification in Chinese Weibo text includes eight manually annotated emotion categories {Angry, Disgust, Fear, Happy, Like, Sad, Surprise, Other}. We first removed the two infrequent categories {Fear, Surprise} and deleted the @ symbol and the user name after it, 3 followed by filtering of data using the method described for the dialogue data. We obtained 22,461 data entries for six categories {Angry, Disgust, Happy, Like, Sad, Other} . Please note that the proposed approach may depend on the accuracy of the emotional classifiers. If the classifiers fail to predict the emotional labels, then the proposed method cannot generate the satisfactory emotional responses. In this article, we trained several emotion classifers, including CNN, LSTM, and BiLSTM, with filtered dataset. The accuracy of various emotion classifiers are shown in Table 1 . From Table 1 , BiLSTM model achieved the best classification result among these classifiers, the similar results had also been elaborated in Zhou et al. (2017) .
Parameter Settings
We used the parameter settings outlined in a previous study (Sutskever et al. 2014) . Specifically, our model used a BiLSTM encoder and an LSTM decoder, both with four layers, with each layer comprising 1,000 hidden units. We employed the 1,000 dimensional word embeddings using word2vec (Mikolov et al. 2013 ). The vocabulary size was set to 12,819. Additional parameter settings are given below.
-We initialized the parameters with a uniform distribution between [−0.1, 0.1].
-We optimized the proposed method using Adam algorithm (Kingma and Ba 2014) with an initial learning rate of 0.001. -The batch size was set to 128.
-We used gradient clipping (threshold: 5) to avoid gradient explosion. -According to Li et al. (2017) , we used a weighted loss that considered the different tf-idf scores for tokens within the responses to ensure less generic responses. -We set the dropout rate to 0.2. We implemented the model on the Tensorflow platform 4 according to the following training settings for each model.
-We pre-trained a attention-based Seq2Seq model (Sutskever et al. 2014; Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997) with an attention mechanism using cross-entropy loss for 20 epochs to decrease syntactical errors and improve convergence speed. -Based on the pre-trained model, we continued to train the proposed system with every different loss function described in Section 3.3 for five epochs, respectively.
Compared Methods
We implemented and compared with two methods: (1) We implemented ECM ), which has been integrated three mechanisms containing an emotion embedding, an internal memory, and an external memory for generating specified emotional replies. We used it to compare with the specified emotion model of nCG-ESM. Since there is no open source code for ECM, we developed the implementation by ourselves.
(2) We compared with the Seq2Seq 5 model and the corresponding ground-truth set. Previous conversation systems mainly used Seq2Seq as a basic comparator. We considered that the dialogue task differed from other NLP tasks using fixed and commonly accepted evaluation metrics; therefore, the ground truth has sufficient potential reference values for exploration. Intuitively, Seq2Seq methods are deemed as the minimal standards of conversation generation, whereas the ground truth represents an upper bound. Compared with Seq2Seq, we can observe the improvements in our models, and further, we can observe the extent of the distance between our models and the ground truth. To our knowledge, it is the first work to adopt the ground truth as a comparator for emotional dialogue system evaluation.
Evaluation Metrics
A previous study used automatic and manual evaluation methods ) simultaneously, whereas others only employed human judgement for evaluation (Asghar et al. 2017 ). There is no uniform and accepted automatic evaluation technique for dialogue systems. Some adopted automatic metrics, such as BLEU and perplexity, were borrowed from adjacent research fields and are not entirely suitable for the evaluation of dialogue systems. Therefore, we chose the diversity of generated responses as our automatic metric, which we considered appropriate based on previous work (Li et al. 2016a) , and designed a variety of methods for manual evaluation according to the specific cases.
For the automatic metric, we used distinct-1 and distinct-2, as previously described in Li et al. (2016a) and Peng et al. (2019) . Additionally, we also explored two settings for human evaluation:
The first adopted metrics used in Zhou et al. (2017) , and the second described in Li et al. (2016a) . For the first setting, three annotators with rich Weibo experience were asked to score emotion responses based on content and emotion. Content (rating scale: 0, 1, 2) measures if the response is acceptable and fluent as a natural language sentence, and estimates if the logic structure of the response is appropriate (Shang et al. 2015) . In terms of emotion, there was a difference between the specified and unspecified emotion models because of their different emotional loss functions; therefore, we designed different evaluation criteria for emotion. For the specified emotion model, emotion (rating scale: 0 or 1) was used to judge if the emotion category of the generated responses were the same as the specified emotion one, and for the unspecified emotion model, emotion was used to evaluate whether the emotion of a response was suitable for the post.
The second setting designed exclusively for the unspecified emotion model was the preferred test, with three annotators employed to label their preference among the three variants of the unspecified emotion model and the two comparators in pairs. Ties were allowed. In this setting, we observed that different annotators may lead to different results.
Experimental Results
4.5.1 Automatic Evaluation. We evaluated the generated responses from our models at the content level. The comparators contained the baselines (Seq2Seq and ECM) and the ground truth (Gold), as mentioned in Section 4.3. Table 2 shows the automatic evaluation results. From the diversity metrics shown in Table 2 , we noted that our models achieved a substantial improvement in performance. Compared with Seq2Seq, the performance of specified and unspecified emotion models improved significantly for both distinct-1 and distinct-2, and the unspecified emotion model exhibited a >100% jump in distinct-1 and a 160% increase in distinct-2. In contrast with the ground truth, our models showed minimal differences in unigram diversity, indicating that our neural system learned well based on the diversity of individual tokens for response generation. And, as expected, both distinc-1 and distinct-2 of our model are higher than that of ECM, indicating that our models are more excellent in terms of diversity of words in the generated sentences. Table 2 shows that after adding penalization term to all the emotion loss functions, our system was more likely to generate different and informative words rather than repetitive and dull expressions, resulting in a greater diversity in the generated responses.
Additionally, we analyzed the emotion distribution of each model. Specifically, for each model, we predicted the emotion categories of the generated responses using an emotion classifier and computed the probability of each emotion category. As shown in Figure 3 , our specified emotion models had ability to generate the specified emotion responses, while Anдry and Disдust models were weak to generate the specified emotion responses due to the insufficient training data, which makes the errors caused by the emotion classifier . Moreover, the color of Other column in MaxEmo model was lighter than others, indicating that MaxEmo model was capable of generating richer and more colourful emotional responses. Since the emotion distributions of the MinDis and MaxDis models were related to the posts, the distributions of the emotion categories shown in the Figure 3 are more average.
Human Evaluation.
As noted, we explored two settings for human evaluation. For the first setting, 100 posts were randomly sampled from test data, and we generated responses for each post according to baselines (Seq2Seq and ECM) and the proposed model (nCG-ESM), including eight variants. Then we let the annotators to judge the content (Cont .) and emotion (Emo.) of all the responses according to human evaluation metrics. The annotation results are shown in Table 3 and Table 4 . Table 3 shows the content and emotion scores of the specified emotion models and ECM. In Table 3 , the average content score of our specified emotion models is higher than that of ECM. More specifically, the content scores of our models outperformed those of ECM in every emotion category, indicating that our models generated more natural and diverse responses after incorporating penalization term and emotion factors. And the average emotion score of ours performed a bit better than ECM. Although the emotion scores associated with Anдry and Disдust were slightly lower than the average because of the lack of training data for these two categories, experimental results showed that they were recognized by the annotators at the emotion level. Additionally, we evaluate the agreements of labeled results using Fleiss's kappa (Fleiss 1971) . The agreement values for content and emotion at 0.48 and 0.63, respectively. The human evaluation results of the unspecified emotion variants are shown in Table 4 . Our models significantly outperformed the baseline for both metrics (p < 0.005 for Cont . and p < 0.05 for Emo. using t-test). After incorporation of emotion distributions and a penalization term, the performance of our unspecified emotion variants in Cont . improved relative to that of baseline, implying that our models improved the content quality of the generated responses. Moreover, these three unspecified emotion variants outperformed Seq2Seq in terms of emotion, indicating that the emotion loss functions contributed to generating emotional responses.
For the second setting, we used the same human evaluation data as that for the first setting to obtain preferences between the ground truth (Gold) and our unspecified emotion variants. Table 5 shows the percent gains by our models and baseline over the ground truth based on pairwise human judgments. All of the gains by our models were higher as compared with Seq2Seq, indicating that our system was more likely to generate emotional responses indistinguishable from humans.
Annotators were asked to state a preference between the unspecified emotion variants and Seq2Seq (Li et al. 2016c ) by selecting their preferred responses. Their instructions included preferring responses that were more relevant to the post and more affective, rather than those that were more generic and repetitive. As shown in Table 6 , compared with Seq2Seq, all three variants of the unspecified emotion model showed improved performance about 50% and worse performance <20%. These results suggested that the proposed unspecified emotion models could be better able to generate emotional responses at the human level. Figure 4 shows sample responses generated by different models and used to compare our models with baselines (Seq2Seq and ECM) and the ground truth to enhance intuitive understanding. As illustrated in Figure 4 , for the second post is "I'm sick of this breakfast," Seq2Seq model just generates the general response "Me too, It's my first time to eat, haha" while our specified emotion model can generate responses with specified emotions, for example, sad response contains the expression of "not feeling well." Moreover, our unspecified emotion model can generate more informative and emotional expressions related to the post, such as "too sweet," "eaten too much," and "hot and sour rice noodles." Our results showed that the responses generated by our models were more affective and informative as compared with those generated by Seq2Seq, Fig. 4 . Generated examples using different models. Colored words represent emotion words. and some are also better relative to ground-truth responses. These results again validated that our model was capable of generating appropriate emotional responses that were either specified or unspecified.
Results Comparison.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this study, we presented an nCG-ESM system to generate responses with a diversity of specified and unspecified emotions that is flexible enough to allow extension to situations involving a broader range of emotions. We enhanced the general conversation generation framework (i.e., the encoder-decoder system) by introducing a novel emotional supervised mechanism. Additionally, an emotional classifier was utilized to generate emotion distributions of the dialogue, which were then used to obtain emotional supervisory signals. Moreover, we improved the objective function by incorporating a redundancy penalty to avoid the generation of repeated words. The experimental results showed that our model not only generated better responses but also infused those responses with different emotion distributions.
Exciting followup research can be centered around the exploration of the neural emotional conversation system using reinforcement learning, where the main challenge is to make rational and acceptable decisions about the emotions of subsequent responses in various specific contexts. Another area of interest is to investigate multi-turn emotional conversation models that need to handle the problem of tracking and analyzing the emotions of historical dialogue. Additionally, we will conduct more experiments for different language datasets.
